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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research is to investigate factors which 

influence the decisions of health care professionals functioning in 

an organization. An organizational and a professional model are 

specified. The research question is: will data support either 

model? 

The decision under study is the intensity of the decision 

maker's search for alternatives. Search intensity is basic to both 

professional and organizational functioning because of its importance 

in generating alternatives for problem solving. 

The organizational model is constructed from decision making 

and technological perspectives of institutions. The model asserts 

the major predictor of employee decisions is the routine or frequent 

nature of work tasks. Task complexity is suggested to indirectly 

influence search and discretion to mediate the influence of both 

task frequency and complexity on search intensity. 

The professional model is constructed from a well-known state

ment on professional characteristics. It suggests the complexity and 

importance of professional responsibilities or tasks are most pre

dictive of search intensity. In addition, the model asserts discretion 

is an intervening variable between complexity and importance and 

search. Based on earlier research, both the organizational and 

professional models suggest the relationship between the variables 

will be described best by a multiplicative power function. 
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An exploratory section of the study suggests the nature of 

decision making may be related to certain practitioner characteristics 

professional knowledge and skill, creativity, orientation, and ex

perience. Earlier research with relationships that fit a subjective 

attitudinal paradigm reported parameter estimates that varied with 

differences in the subjects' cultural conditioning. This study sug

gested parameter estimates describing subjective decision responses 

would vary with different levels of professional conditioning, which 

are assumed to be a function of the socialization process the practi

tioner experiences. 

This study utilized the principles and techniques of a 

mathematical correlation design and the measurement procedures of 

magnitude estimation. The professional subjects were 88 registered 

nurses employed on seven wards (three medical and four surgical units) 

in a community medical center. The type of ward was considered a 

control variable. Using magnitude estimation procedures, each sub

ject gave two sets of judgments; one for the variables in the two 

decision models (complexity, frequency, importance, discretion, and 

search intensity required for 16 patient care tasks) and another for 

the practitioner variables (creativity, orientation and knowledge and 

skill level of the colleagues). Logarithmic transformations of the 

data allowed the use of statistics requiring linear additive assump

tions. Path analysis was the statistical technique ulitized. 

The results indicate the professional model provides the most 

accurate description of the decision responses of practitioners 



2 
functioning in organizations (R of professional model = .76, while 

2 
R of organizational model = .61). In the professional model, the 

major variable influencing search was the complexity or amount of 

professional knowledge and skill required to perform the tasks (b = 

.70). Further, discretion (-.33) negatively influences search in

tensity and provides the indirect path through which task complexity 

exerts an additional positive influence on search. 

Only limited support for the organizational model was evident 

in the results of the study. The data show frequency exerts only a 

slight to moderate influence on search intensity (.25). Discretion, 

with a strong negative influence on search (-.80), provides an in

direct path through which complexity exerts a moderate (-.49) and 

frequency a slight (.15) effect on search. 

Examination of the professional model under different practi

tioner characteristics indicates decision patterns differ with varying 

amounts of professional knowledge and skill, levels of professional 

experience, and whether the decision maker is employed on a medical 

or surgical unit. Thus, the decision responses did vary under con

ditions assumed to reflect differing levels of professional socializa

tion. 



CHAPTER 1 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The purpose of this research is to investigate factors which 

influence the decisions of professionals functioning in an organization. 

Specifically, two models of decision making will be developed and tested, 

an organizational model and a professional model. The question is, 

will data support either model? 

Organizational theory of limited rationality in decision making 

describes choice behavior of employees as having specific cognitive 

limits which influence their "definition" of a decision situation 

(March and Simon, 1958). This theory is based on Simon's (1955) 

behavioral model of rational choice, and the cognitive limits include: 

(1) certain characteristics of the organizational environment, and 

(2) the decision maker's perception and interpretation of choice situa

tions as influenced by prior socialization experience. When the 

decision maker is a health care professional, the theory suggests that 

his definition of choice situations is influenced by his socialization 

into a service profession and by certain characteristics of the service-

providing organizational system within which he functions. 

Thus, the theory of limited rationality suggests two perspec

tives which can be used to describe the decision processes of pro

fessional employees. An organizational perspective identifies the 

1 



limiting environmental factors and a professional perspective 

describes the influence of the socialization process. 

Professional Decisions: Two Theoretical Models 

A theoretical framework must stipulate two characteristics: 

(1) the substantive nature of the relationships which are expected 

among the variables, and (2) the functional form of those relation

ships. First, the theoretical framework outlines two models describing 

an organizational and a professional perspective of the decision pro

cesses of health care professionals who are organizational employees. 

The models are constructed from March and Simon's (1958) decision 

making and Perrow's (1967) technological perspectives of organizations, 

and Wilensky's (1964) formulation of professional characteristics. The 

organizational and professional models are similar — on two of the 

variables they predict influence decisions, but on two variables they 

differ. 

Search: The Dependent Variable 

Search is a matter of the degree to which alternatives for 

problem solving are generated and considered before a decision is made. 

The professional employee's decision to search is the major dependent 

variable under study. It is usually considered basic to both pro

fessional and organization effectiveness. Feldman (1965, p. 622), 

typical of most theorists, suggests that unless search is assumed to 

be exhaustive in all situations, it becomes important to identify the 



conditions under which search is stimulated or limited. Even so, the 

factors which influence the amount of search have not been investigated 

empirically. 

From the viewpoint of health care professionals, the search 

process is valued as a way of implementing the "service" norm. Adher

ence to a service norm is a distinguishing characteristic of health 

care occupations. In essence, it stipulates the profession's commit

ment to providing services for clients on the basis of their individual 

needs. Vollmer and Hills (1966, p. 44) speak to this issue: 

The expectation is that his (the professional's) work perfor
mance will display a considerable amount of individuality and 
uniqueness—the professional person is not expected to provide 
a carbon copy of some master plan. Rather, he is expected to 
bring his own creative ability into the work situation, utiliz
ing ideal patterns of work norms as a point of departure. 

Such individualization assumes the professional will consider a number 

of alternative solutions appropriate to each client's problems and 

choose the best. By definition, this consideration of individual alter

natives is search. 

The Independent Variables 

Organizational Model for Employee Decisions. Two earlier models 

of organizations, March and Simon's decision making and Perrow's tech

nology perspectives, were used to construct the organizational model 

for employee decisions diagrammed in Figure 1. 

March and Simon (1958) assert that employee search decisions 

are directly affected by the routineness or frequency of their assigned 

tasks. Perrow supports this contention; in fact his basic premise is 



Search Decision 
of Employee 

Complexity of the Task 

* Perrow 
**March and Simon 

Figure 1. Organizational Model for Employee Decisions 
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that the routineness of the work done in an organization is the major 

factor influencing all other organizational components, including con

trol structures and employee decisions. 

Task routineness or frequency is predicted by March and Simon 

(1958) to have a negative effect on search decisions. Their prediction 

is based on the assumption that high frequency results in task standard

ization. Several studies substantiate their assumption. For example, 

Haas and Collen's (1963) data show a significant positive relationship 

between formalization of university hiring procedures and the number 

of hiring decisions made. Hage and Aiken (1967, p. 371) report a 

.51 (p < .05) correlation between the citing of routine tasks and the 

presence of a rule manual indicating standardization of procedures. 

The influence of frequency on search intensity is predicted to be nega

tive since the presence of formalized procedures provides fixed 

alternatives for responding in a decision situation. 

March and Simon (1958) predict search is influenced indirectly 

by the frequency of tasks through the mediating property of the amount 

of general versus close supervision exerted by the organization's con

trol structure. Perrow (1967) agreed that the routine nature of 

organizational tasks influences its control structure. He suggests 

a component of the structure is the amount of discretion or control 

the employee has over his tasks. It is assumed that close supervision 

is equated with low employee discretion over work responsibilities and 

general supervision is equated with high discretion. Thus, both 
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theorists assert a relationship exists between the routineness or 

frequency of assigned tasks and the employee's discretion over them. 

However, March and Simon (1958) suggest the relationship between 

frequency and discretion is positive. They suggest employee discretion 

or control is higher with standardized methods for handling the tasks 

because the decision to use such methods is left with the employee. 

Supervisors do not feel a need to maintain close supervision over tasks 

for which there are standardized procedures, only for those tasks where 

the procedures are undefined. Perrow (1967), in contrast to March and 

Simon, contends the relationship is negative because no employee dis

cretion or control is necessary when there are standardized methods 

for handling tasks. Thus, given identical basic assumptions, Perrow 

predicts task frequency will have a negative effect on employee discre

tion while March and Simon suggest the relation will be positive. 

Interestingly, Kovner's (1966) study of professionals in a health care 

organization supports March and Simon's prediction; his findings indi

cate the more routine or frequent the technology, the more discretion 

the professional employee had over his work tasks. 

Task frequency is predicted to have an indirect negative effect 

on search when mediated by discretion (March and Simon, 1958). The 

existence of standardized procedures with frequent tasks, x^hile it 

increases the employee's discretion, can ultimately be expected to 

minimize search activity since fixed alternatives are provided for 

handling the tasks. 
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The standardization mechanism also accounts for the direct 

negative relationship predicted between task discretion and search. 

High discretion occurs with highly standardized tasks, a condition 

which minimizes the need to search. 

Task complexity, according to March and Simon (1958) negatively 

influences discretion; i.e., as the complexity of tasks increases, the 

amount of worker discretion will decrease. The prediction is explained 

on the basis of a need for close versus general supervision. The more 

complex tasks become, the greater the need for close supervision to 

reduce the possibility of error. By assumption, close supervision is 

equated with low discretion. 

Professional Model for Practitioner Decisions. The organiza

tional employee in this study is a professional practitioner, a nurse 

in a hospital ward. According to a basic premise of Simon's (1955) 

model of rational choice, her decisions will be strongly influenced by 

her prior socialization into a professional subculture. Wilensky's 

(1964) statement of distinctive professional criteria suggests three 

variables influencing the decision processes of practitioners: the 

complexity of their responsibilities, the value placed on the tasks, 

and the discretion they have in handling them (see Figure 2). Two of 

the independent variables delineated in this model are also part of 

the organizational model shown in Figure 1: task complexity and dis

cretion. Task complexity is only dealt with superficially in the 

organizational model, while the professional model suggests it has a 



Complexity of the Task 

Figure 2. Professional Model for Practitioner Decisions 

CO 
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major direct effect on search intensity. Task discretion is discussed 

from a professional point of view in this model rather than from an 

organizational perspective. 

Wilensky (1964) suggests a profession has two distinctive com

ponents: (1) technical work which is based on a systematic body of 

knowledge acquired through a formal socialization (educational) process, 

and (2) a specific set of norms, standards and values in which its 

practitioners are inculcated during their professional education. The 

professional's judgment of the complexity of tasks reflects his occupa

tion's base of knowledge and skill. The profession's values and 

standards are reflected in how he judges or weighs the importance of 

the technical work or tasks. Because the technical work is based on 

a body of knowledge and set of values specific to the profession, the 

practitioner assumes responsibility for the work and desires autonomy 

in its performance (Wilensky, 1964; Etzioni, 1969). 

The professional model developed by Wilensky (1964) suggests 

task complexity, defined as how difficult the task is to handle con

sidering both the techniques and judgments involved, exerts a positive 

direct effect on the intensity of a professional's search decisions. 

The practitioner's judgment on the difficulty of enacting the patient 

care tasks is based on the body of knowledge and skills acquired dur

ing her professional education. Work tasks requiring more knowledge 

and skill, tapping less clearly defined areas of knowledge or less well 

developed techniques, demand a greater search for and consideration of 
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alternatives. Conversely, simpler tasks minimize search intensity. 

Thuss as tasks increase in complexity, search intensity is expected to 

increase. 

Wilensky's (1964) professional model points to task importance 

as a crucial variable influencing search intensity. Decision theory 

suggests a major factor involved in judgments is the subjective value 

or importance of the outcome of the decision in relation to a goal or 

objective (Edwards, 1954, 1961). In a general hospital, according to 

Georgopoulos and Mann (1962), the primary goal of health care profes

sionals is to provide effective service to the client. If so, then 

according to decision theory, choices will be made partially in terms 

of their effectiveness or importance to patient care. Thus, the pro

fessional and general decision frameworks suggest task importance 

exerts a positive influence on search intensity. As tasks are judged 

more important, then the intensity of search can be expected to in

crease. 

Discretion, or the control a practitioner has over his work 

responsibilities is a third variable considered in the professional 

model. Wilensky's model describes the practitioner as an "independent 

professional." It contends that since only the practitioner has the 

knowledge and technical base required to handle the tasks, that both 

responsibility and control over their performance rests with the practi

tioner. However, when the professional is also an organizational 

employee, the institution's control mechanism cannot be ignored. 

Wilensky (1964, p. 491) contends the "crux of the issue" of discretion 
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or control for salaried professionals is whether the organization is 

professional in nature; i.e., employs a large percentage of profession

ally trained members and managers. In describing control patterns 

among a group of hospital clinic physicians, Gross (1961) reported that 

physicians held the assistant director line positions. They exercised 

"authority" -- issued directives to which compliance was expected -

with respect to administrative matters, but only profferred "advice" 

in the ·area of patient care. With nurses the same control structure 

exists; i.e., organizational supervisors are also professional col

leagues. The question is: if the discretion of the professional 

varies under such a system, how will it affect search intensity? 

Wilensky's model, since it describes primarily the "independent pro

fessional," does not clearly define the relationship between discretion 

and search when the practitioner is employed in a professional organiza

tion. 

Task complexity and importance are suggested to negatively in

fluence discretion. As tasks are judged more complex and more important, 

other staff and supervisory colleagues would be consulted in order to 

share risk and minimize the possibility of error in handling the tasks, 

thus decreasing discretion. 

Summa~y. The professional model is summarized in Figure 2. 

Note the similarities and differences between it and the organiza

tional model given in Figure 1. The organizational model suggests a 

major variable influencing search is task routineness or frequency, a 

variable not included in the professional model. In contrast, the 



professional model contends task importance is a major predictor of 

search intensity. Task complexity has a modest effect in the organiza

tional model while it is a major positive influence on search in the 

professional model. The organizational and professional models de

scribe two views of task discretion: the former emphasizes organ

izational limits placed on employee control, and the latter questions 

the effect of employment with a professional organization on the 

practitioner's control over his patient care responsibilities. 

Practitioner Characteristics 

This section of the investigation is exploratory in nature. 

Its purpose is to study the effect of varying levels of certain 

practitioner characteristics on the nature of search decision re

sponses. Data from Hamblin, Clairmont and Chadwick's (1975) study of 

money decisions in a gambling situation indicate the decision para

meters are different in a sample of college students and a sample of 

job corps participants. The authors suggest the variation may reflect 

a difference in the subjects' cultural conditioning towards money. A 

series of studies investigating the components (income, education, and 

occupation) of status (Rainwater, 1972; Shinn, 1969; Hamblin, 1971) 

show the same phenomena. They report a fluctuation of parameters 

between samples of adults from a metropolitan area, college students 

and navy seamen. While some of the variation may be due to different 

methodologies and sampling error, the authors felt some of the differ

ence was genuine and again might be a reflection of the cultural 

conditioning of the several samples of judges (Hamblin, 1974). 



This study explored variation in decision parameters due to 

differences on four practitioner characteristics. Differences on the 

characteristics reflect professional conditioning as well as individual 

ability. The four practitioner characteristics examined are level of 

professional knowledge and skill, amount of professional creativity, 

level of professional orientation, and professional experience. 

Professional Knowledge and Skill 

This study explores whether practitioners with a high level of 

knowledge and skill evaluate tasks and make decisions differently than 

practitioners with less ability. Wilensky (1964) argues that technical 

work done by professionals is based on the systematic body of knowledge 

acquired during their professional socialization. Therefore, adequacy 

of task performance can be assumed to reflect the practitioner's 

mastery of that body of knowledge and skill. 

Professional Creativity 

This characteristic is defined as the ability to "come up with 

the unusual" when the usual does not work; to think of new and differ

ent alternatives with client responsibilities (Hinshaw and Field, 

1974). Creativity has been cited as a valued characteristic of pro

fessionals. Vollmer and Mills CL966) theorize that the individualiza

tion of client care as stipulated in the service norm requires a 

creative or innovative ability. Empirically, professional creativity 

was found to be highly related to status and by implication was 



suggested as a highly valued attribute among seventeen nurses in a 

university medical center (Hinshaw and Field, 1974). 

The decision to search or look for various alternatives in a 

choice situation might well differ between practitioners who are 

highly creative and find it easier to "come up with the unusual" and 

those who are not. This study explores the variation in decisions 

among practitioners with different creative abilities. 

Professional Orientation 

A great deal of sociological research has focused on the role 

orientations of professionals functioning in organizations (Gouldner, 

1957; Glaser, 1963; Corwin, 1965). This study explores the variation 

in decision responses made by practitioners who hold different levels 

of professional orientation; i.e., different degrees of committment to 

the knowledge, skill, and norms of their professional reference group. 

Will professionals with stronger reference group orientations make 

decisions differently than practitioners with weaker orientations? 

Professional Experience 

Professional experience is operationalized as the reported 

number of years or months of work experience. Different amounts of 

experience may reflect different levels of familiarity with various 

types of decision situations. This study explores whether decision 

responses vary with different amounts of experience. 
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Form of the Theoretical Relationships 

Human judgments or decisions have been conceptualized as 

subjective responses to a variety of social stimuli (March and Simon, 

1958; Edwards, 1954). In an investigation of gambling decisions, 

Hamblin et al. (1975) found that the magnitude of decision responses 

increases as a multiplicative power function of the magnitude of the 

eliciting stimuli. 

Since the 1930's, Stevens and his colleagues have conducted a 

number of experiments to determine the form of the relationship between 

sensory responses and physical stimuli.^ Consistently, their results 

have indicated a power function best describes this relationship: 

lp = c(z5n 

where the magnitude of the sensory response ( ip )  increases as a power 

function of the magnitude of the physical stimuli (?5) with c and n as 

parameters which can be empirically estimated. By 1960, Stevens could 

document the existence of this function between at least 22 sensory 

responses and their physical stimuli. In addition, cross-modality 

experiments had been conducted to insure that the function was not 

dependent on man's experience with the numerical system. From this 

extensive base of research, Stevens (I960) has postulated the power 

law of psychophysics; i.e., the magnitude of sensory responses increases 

as a power function of the magnitude of the physical stimuli. 

1. For summary articles on this work see; S. S. Stevens, "The 
Psychophysics of Sensory Function," 1960; and S. S. Stevens, "The 
Surprising Simplicity of Sensory Metrics," 1962. 
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Apparently, one of the first generalizations of Stevens' 

psychophysical methods and theory to the relationship between social 

stimuli and subjective responses (e.g., attitudes and opinions) was 

by Hamblin, Bridges, Day and Yancy (1963). In addition, a series of 

studies indirectly substantiating the power law phenomenon with social 

stimuli and attitudinal responses is summarized by S. S. Stevens (1966), 

e.g., preferences for wristwatches, aesthetic value of music, serious

ness of criminal offenses and levels of punishment. 

Shinn (1969) contends the power law phenomenon can be expected 

to describe relationships in at least two classes of response variables: 

(1) those which reflect cultural conditioning, and (2) those which 

reflect technical expertise or educational conditioning. Like S. S. 

Stevens (1966), he labels these "consensus" variables, which means that 

study of them reflects group values and norms not just individual per

ceptions and standards. A group of studies investigating the components 

of general status are examples of the first category of consensus vari

ables. These studies indicate the relationship between status and its 

components is best described by a power function. The responses used 

to estimate the relationship can be given by a variety of samples since 

they reflect a broad cultural conditioning process (Hamblin, 1971, 

college students and navy seamen; Rainwater, 1972, adults in metro

politan area of Boston). For a summary of these studies see Hamblin 

(1974). Shinn's (1969) investigation of the components of national 

power is an example of the second type of consensus relationship since 

it relies on cultural expertise acquired via education. 
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From the studies on attitudinal and decision responses to 

social stimuli, Hamblin and Smith (1966) suggest a general form of the 

power law: 

_ _,n R = cS 

where the magnitude of any conditioned response (R) increases as a 

power function of the eliciting stimuli (S) with c and n as parameters 

which can be empirically estimated. Further, they suggested the power 

law phenomenon governing bivariate stimulus-response relationships 

could be logically extended to the multivariate form: 

nn ni, 
R = c S. 1 . . . S, K 

1 k 

where the magnitude of the response (R) will be a multivariate power 

function of the magnitudes of the eliciting stimuli (S^, S2, . . 

The existence of such multivariate power relationships were subsequently 

supported in several studies on values, status and professors (Hamblin 

and Smith, 1966), components of general status (Rainwater, 1972; 

Hamblin, 1971), and components of national power (Shinn, 1969). 

The relationships hypothesized in the two decision models 

between search and its influencing variables fit Shinn's second category 

of consensus variables. The judgments or responses will reflect both 

cultural conditioning and professional conditioning via educational 

socialization into a health care occupation. Thus, it is hypothesized 

that the relationships will be best described by a multiplicative power 

function rather than a linear, exponential, or log function: 
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nTF nTT) 
Organizational Model: SI = c TF • TD • u 

nTI nTC nTD 
Professional Model: SI = c TI • TC • TD • u 

where the magnitude or intensity of the professional search response 

(SI) will increase or decrease as a multiplicative power function of 

the stimuli: task frequency (TF), task complexity (TC), task importance 

(TI), and task discretion (TD). 

The relationships between task discretion and its influencing 

variables will also be described best by a multiplicative power function: 

nTF nTC 
Organizational Model: TD = c TF • TC • u 

nTI nTC 
Professional Model: TD = c TI • TC • u 



CHAPTER 2 

DESIGN AND METHODS 

This study utilized the principles and techniques of a 

mathematical correlation design and the measurement procedures of 

magnitude estimation. Hamblin (1974) identifies the four principles 

of such a design: 1. control by constancy (having all subjects 

respond to all stimuli, each in a different random order), 2. multiple 

and simultaneous ratio measurement of all variables (in this study 

through magnitude estimation), 3. averaging out random measurement 

error, and 4. describing the relationships which obtain in the 

measurements by fitting the appropriate algebraic equations. 

Subjects 

The subjects were professionals, 88 registered nurses employed 

2 
by a community hospital who agreed to participate in the study. These 

subjects had all had some professional education; i.e., had completed 

3 
a nursing program. Two additional criteria were used in subject 

2. Staff nurses were selected as professional subjects for 
several reasons: a. this study is interested in the decision rules 
of professionals who are employees of an organization rather than 
professionals who are only affiliated with them, e.g., M. D.'s, and 
b. nursing is this author's dual profession, hence, the interest in 
studying what affects its practitioners and their service. 

3. For examples of prior sociological research studying 
registered nurses as professional subjects, see Corwin, 1965, and 
Pearlin, 1962. 
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selection: 1. only nurses who held staff positions in the hospital 

were used in order to control for hierarchical position (March and 

Simon, 1958)s and 2. the nurses were to have worked at least two 

months on the units being studied. The second criteria allowed the 

subjects to know their colleagues enough to give the estimates required 

4 
for the practitioner variables. 

In the hospital, seven similar wards (medical and surgical)with 

ten (or more) registered nurses per ward were purposefully selected. 

The selection insured both a degree of uniformity in the type of tasks 

the subjects confront and thus can judge, and that at least nine judg

ments per nurse were available for the practitioner variables. However, 

there is evidence in the literature than even on services as similar as 

these, certain structural characteristics may vary (Burling, Luetz and 

Wilson, 1956; Coser, 1968; Kovner, 1966). Thus, the type of service, 

medical or surgical, was used as a control variable. 

Subject characteristics of age, amount of professional educa

tion, and amount of professional experience were obtained for the 

total population of 88 subjects. These data are given in Table 1. 

The mean age of the subjects varies slightly with the nurses on the 

surgical units being older than those on medical units (mean age 

4. This assumption is substantiated by data from Hamblin and 
Smith (1966) and Hinshaw and Field (1974). Both of these studies re
quired the subjects judge their colleagues or professors on specific 
characteristics. They controlled for the amount of personal knowledge 
the subjects had about their colleagues instead of assuming the sub
jects could give knowledgeable estimates. The amount of personal 
knowledge was not a significant variable in either investigation. In 
the 1974 study, the subject selection criteria specified the subjects 
must have worked with their colleagues two to three months. 
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TABLE 1 

Characteristics of Professional Staff Nurses 
by Total Population and by Medical/Surgical Subgroups 

Mean 
Age of 
Subject 

Mean Number of Years 
of Professional Edu
cation Per Subject 

Mean Number of Years 
of Professional Ex
perience Per Subject 

Total (N = 88) 35.7 3,0 10.5 

Medical (N = 41) 33.5 3.0 9.2 

Surgical (N 47) 37.7 3.0 11.7 
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of 37.7 and 33.5 respectively). The mean number of years in professional 

education is identical in the two types of hospital services. The mean 

number of years of professional experience differs only slightly between 

subjects in the medical and surgical units (mean number of years ex

perience is 9.2 and 11.7 respectively). Thus, these subject character

istics indicate the registered nurses on the surgical units tended to 

be slightly older and to have slightly more professional experience. 

Operational Definitions of the Variables 

The task variables in the organization and professional decision 

models and the practitioner variables were operationalized as questions 

to each subject. The questions are listed below: 

Task Frequency: Some patient care tasks occur quite often; they 
are done frequently — others are done infrequently. Among these 
tasks, which one would you consider average in how often it is done? 

Task Complexity: Some patient care tasks are more complex and re
quire more professional knowledge and skill than others — others 
are relatively simple. Among these tasks, which would you consider 
average in complexity? 

Task Discretion: You have more control over some tasks than others 
— with some you are given less supervision. Among these tasks, 
which one would you have an average amount of control over? 

Task Importance: Some tasks are more important to the effective 
care of patients than others. Considering the typical patient on 
this ward, select a task with an average amount of importance. 

Search Intensity: Some patient care tasks require more looking for 
different ways of handling them while others can be handled with 
one or a few alternatives. Among these tasks, which one would 
require an average amount of searching? 

Professional Creativity: You have probably noticed that some nurses 
on the unit are more successful in working out effective and crea
tive solutions and others are less able to be innovative in this 
way. Among the nurses on this unit who would you consider to be 
average in this type of creativity? 
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Professional Knowledge and Skill: Nurses differ in the quality and 
quantity of their professional knowledge and skill. Among these 
nurses, whom would you consider average in terms of knowledge and 
skill? 

Professional Orientation: Some nurses are more apt to discuss 
ideas with their colleagues when they have ideas or questions about 
patient care than others. Among these nurses, who would you con
sider average in requesting colleague advice with patient care 
problems? 

Interview 

The subjects were interviewed i'ndividually. First, each of 

them participated in a training session which allowed the subject to 

practice estimating the magnitude of one stimulus relative to another 

(for specific instructions see Appendix C). The training session con

tinued until the experimenter was satisfied that the subject under

stood and could give proportional judgments. 

Second, each subject judged a set of patient care tasks on 

their frequency, complexity, importance, discretion or control and the 

search intensity required. Both the task variables and the set of 

tasks were randomly presented to each subject in order to satisfy the 

control by constancy principle. 

Third, each subject was asked to judge her colleagues on the 

three practitioner characteristics of professional creativity, profes

sional orientation and amount of knowledge and skill. Two sets of 

these estimates were taken with a rest period between the two. Both 

the variables and colleagues were presented in random order during the 

judging process. 



Last, a debriefing session was conducted. Discussion included 

a general description of the intent of the study and responses to the 

subjects' reactions and questions concerning the content of the inter

view. 

Measurement of the Variables 

Magnitude estimation procedures were utilized to obtain ratio 

measurements of the variables in the organizational and professional 

decision models and on the practitioner variables. That magnitude 

estimation techniques produce ratio level scales of subjective phenomena 

was first established in the cross-modality research of J. C. Stevens 

and J. Mack (1959). Under the hypothesis that subjective responses 

would increase or decrease as different power functions of the magni

tude of the physical stimuli measured on different modalities, the 

research indicated that exponents obtained empirically for any one 

modality could be mathematically predicted from exponents generated 

through other modalities (S. S. Stevens, 1960; Hamblin, 1974). Con

sistently, the obtained exponents varied only slightly from the pre

dictions. The mathematical derivation is based on the assumption that 

both modality scales have ratio properties. Hamblin et al.'s (1963) 

study of the interference-aggression law and Hamblin et al.'s (1975) 

work with decision responses under several modalities indicate that 

magnitude estimation techniques also produce ratio scales when measur

ing the magnitude of subjective responses to social stimuli. 
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Task Variables in Decision Models 

The subjects were asked to estimate proportionally a series of 

16 patient care tasks on each of the variables. One task was selected 

by the subject as average or standard for each variable and she was 

instructed to rate the other tasks in proportion to the standard. The 

instructions to the subject are in Appendix D but an example is as 

follows: 

Task Complexity: Some patient care tasks are more complex and 
require more professional knowledge and skill than others — 
others are relatively simple. Among these tasks (show list of 
16), which would you consider average in complexity? The task 
you selected will be assigned 10 units, like in the training 
sessions. If this task has 10 units of complexity, how much 
would this one have (task 1 through 15)? 

Tasks 1 through 15 were each typed on a separate card. The 
subjects estimated each task against the standard individually. 

Patient Care Tasks. A set of patient care tasks was selected 

as the stimuli conditions for several reasons: a. the decision making 

perspective (March and Simon, 1958) and the technological perspective 

(Perrow, 1967) for organizations suggest the tasks an employee performs 

are major factors in determining the nature of search decisions, and 

b. the core of professional service is the tasks (patient care respon

sibilities) and decisions involved in the delivery of such service. 

5. A pretest with eight graduate students at the college of 
nursing indicated the use of a subject-selected standard was necessary. 
With the experimenter-selected standard technique, I seemed to be 
violating the principle of selecting a stimulus that was average in 
the response it would evoke (Hamblin, 1974). Furthermore, the standard 
had to be changed for each characteristic. It seemed much more accurate 
and comfortable for the subject to select his own standard. This 
technique also made the two sets of judgments consistent in this 
respect. 
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In constructing the set of tasks, it was necessary to insure 

variability of the tasks on at least one major dimension, frequency. 

The set of tasks was obtained by requesting a group of staff nurses 

(n = 6) on a medical and surgical ward to list five tasks in each of 

three frequency categories (high, moderate and infrequent). (See 

Appendix A.) 

The total number of task conditions is 16. A factor to con

sider with stimuli is the amount of "noise" they contain. Social 

stimuli tend to be quite "noisy;" i.e., they vary on dimensions the 

researcher did not intend. Thus, the tasks had to be detailed. A 

pilot study and two pretests were conducted to clarify the tasks, and 

to estimate their variablity on the decision characteristics. Through 

this process, five tasks were deleted. A final list of the task 

stimuli used in this study is in Appendix B. 

Practitioner Variables 

In order to obtain data on the practitioner control variables, 

each subject was asked to estimate the professional creativity, orienta

tion, and level of knowledge and skill of each of their ward colleagues. 

On each characteristic, the subject was asked to select one colleague 

from those on the ward list as average, then to judge the others (the 

subjects did not include themselves) in proportion to the average. 

The specific instructions are in Appendix E. An example is as follows: 

Professional Knowledge and Skill: Nurses differ in the qual
ity and quantity of their professional knowledge and skill. 
Among these nurses, who would you consider average in terms 
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of knowledge and skill? 0. K., if Ms. X has an average amount 
of knowledge and skill, which is equal to 10 units, how much 
knowledge and skill would you consider Ms. Y to have? 

Reliability Measures 

In the pilot study, two complete sets of measurements on all the 

variables were obtained from each subject in two interviews at intervals 

of seven to eight days apart. Sellitz, Jahoda, Deutsch, and Cook (1961) 

label this a test-retest type of measure. In the major study, each sub

ject also gave two complete sets of data on the practitioner variables. 

Appendices F and G give the data on the estimated reliability coeffi

cients . 

Analysis of Data 

Initially, the data were standardized by the instructions 

given to the subjects. They were asked to select an average task 

(decision variables) or colleague (practitioner variables) from the 

list of stimulus conditions. Each average stimulus was given an 

arbitrary number of ten. The subjects were requested to judge the 

other tasks or colleagues in proportion to the standard. 

One of the principles of a mathematical correlation design is 

the averaging out of random measurement error. Part of the random 

measurement error reflects nonsystematic individual differences in 

the data. Since this study is interested in the systematic decision 

pattern representative of a professional group, averaging is quite 

appropriate. The most accurate measures of central tendency with 

ratio data obtained through magnitude estimation are the geometric 

mean and the median (Stevens, 1955). This study utilized the median. 
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The data were averaged by obtaining a set of 16 medians on each 

of five task variables for each hospital ward.^ Thus, each ward had 

10 to 15 subjects who gave individual judgments on 16 patient care 

tasks on each of five dimensions — frequency, complexity, importance, 

discretion and search intensity. From these individual estimates, the 

medians were calculated for each nursing unit. These medians were 

pooled across all seven hospital units (n = 112) to study the overall 

pattern of decision making. To study the pattern within hospital 

services, medians were pooled for each of the three medical wards 

(n = 48) and for each of the four surgical wards (n = 64). 

The averaged data for the practitioner control variables in

cluded medians by subjects judged to have high and low levels on the 

practitioner variables. In each ward, the subjects were divided on 

the basis of their colleagues' judgments into high and low groups 

on these variables. Thus, each ward had two sets of medians, for 

high and low competence and high and low experiences, and these were 

pooled across units in the control analysis. 

5. S. Stevens (1966) states that a convenient feature of data 

described by a power function is that when logarithmically transformed, 

6. An alternative way to average the data was to select a 
set of 16 medians for the task variables from individual estimates 
given by all 88 subjects, or from the 41 subjects on medical wards 
and the 47 subjects on the surgical units. This one set of 16 
medians for the task variables then formed the units of analysis 
for studying the overall pattern of decision making or the decision 
making pattern within each type of hospital service. 
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they fit a linear model. Since this study suggests the theoretical 

relationships are best described by a power function, logarithmic trans

formations were done on the data obtained through magnitude estimation 

procedures. The transformed data were then analyzed with linear regres

sion techniques, primarily the path analysis statistic. 

The theoretical models in Figures 1 and 2 specified the variables 

to be included and the relationships that were expected to exist. The 

models predicted how a change in any one variable in the system would 

affect the other variables. When the theoretical system of study is 

able to make explicit predictions, path analysis techniques are appro

priate (Duncan, 1966; Heise, 1971; Bohrnstedt and Carter, 1971). Such 

techniques allow the research to obtain estimates of the magnitude and 

statistical significance of the relationships specified by the theoret

ical system. The structural equations for the two theoretical models 

follow: 

Figure 1: Organizational Model 

X3 " P31X1 + P32X2 + P3URU 

X4 = P41X1 + p43X3 + ?4WRW 

= Task Frequency (log) 

X£ = Task Complexity Clog) 

= Task Discretion Clog) 

X, = Search Intensity (log) 
4 

Figure 2: Professional Model 

X3 = P31X1 + P32X2 + p3URU 

X4 = P41X1 + P42X2 + P43X3 + p4wRw 
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X^ = Task Importance (log) 

X£ = Task Complexity (log) 

Xg = Task Discretion (log) 

X = Search Intensity (log) 
4 

Since there were conflicting predictions on the direction of several 

of the theoretical relationships, two-tail significance tests were 

utilized. The use of a one-tail test might result in rejection of a 

strong path regression coefficient because its sign is incorrectly 

specified. Paths were considered significant at the .10 level. 

Path analysis is robust enough to tolerate violation of several 

of the assumptions required for its use, but the presence of measure

ment and specification error influences the parameter estimates in 

unpredictable ways (Bohrnstedt and Carter, 1971). The reliability 

coefficients reported in Appendix F are all greater than .80 except for 

task importance, suggesting that measurement error would not greatly 

disturb the parameter estimates. Specification error, i.e., inclusion 

of incorrect variables or omission of variables from the theoretical 

model or specification of an incorrect function describing the relation

ships, also has serious consequences for parameter estimation. There 

is no assurance that all variables are specified correctly. However, 

2 
the R measure should give some estimate. The multiplicative power 

function has received enough research support to suggest the risk of 

misspecification of the function is minimal. However, alternative 

functions were tested. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Organizational Model for Employee Decisions 

Parameter estimates describing the paths for the organizational 

model (Figure 1) are given in Table 2 and shorn in the path analysis 

diagram in Figure 3. These estimates were generated from averaged, 

log-transformed data pooled from all the hospital wards.^ The para

meter estimates are path regression coefficients (b). 

Task Discretion 

Task discretion is significantly influenced by frequency and 

complexity. In terms of magnitude, task complexity has a moderate 

negative influence on discretion (-.49). Frequency exerts a minimal 

positive effect (.15) less than a third the strength of complexity's 

influence. 

Search Intensity 

From direct paths, search intensity is significantly influenced 

by task discretion and frequency. The data indicate discretion has a 

strong negative (-.80) influence on search while frequency shows a 

7. The data were also averaged according to the alternative 
form described in Footnote 6. The decision models were studied using 
the single set of 16 task medians generated from 88, 41, and 47 individ
ual estimates for the total, medical, and surgical units respectively. 
The patterns in the data were similar for both forms of averaging. 

31 
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TABLE 2 

Summary Table of Estimated Parameters and Explained Variances 
for the Decision Models—Averaged, Log Transformed Data 

Dependent Variable: Task Discretion 

Organizational Model Professional Model 

bi b£ b^ b£ 
TD=cTF «TC -u TD=cTI »TC *u 

c bl b2 R2 c bl b2 R2 

Total Wards N=112 1.45a . 15 a -,49a • 60a CO
 

-.19 -.54a .58a 

Medical Wards N=48 1.47a .10 -.43a . 62a 1.73a -.10 -.47a . 61a 

Surgical Wards N=64 1.31a . 26a -.48a . 63a 2.02a -. 31a -. 57a .59a 

Dependent Variable: Search Intensity 

Organizational Model 

t 
SI=cTF 

c bi 

Total Wards N=112D 

Medical Wards N=48c 

Surgical Wards N=64^ 

2.10a -.25a 

2.19a -.13 
2.08a -.37a 

Professional Model 

TD 2 •u SL =cTI 1 *TC 2 •TD 3-u 

b2 R2 c bl b2 b3 
R2 

80a 

98a 

67a 

.61a 

,58a 

,64a 

.63* 

.76* 

.57* 

-.01 
-.07 
-.04 

.70* 

.65* 

.78* 

-.33* 
-.33* 
-.32* 

.76* 

.75* 

.77* 

a. Significant at .10 level. 
b. Seven sets of 16 medians on each task variable 
c. Three sets of 16 medians on each task variable 
d. Four sets of 16 medians on each task variable. 
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slightly moderate negative effect (-.25). Task complexity has a strong 

indirect positive effect on search via discretion. As the complexity 

of tasks increases, discretion is observed to decrease (-.49) and as 

the amount of discretion decreases, the intensity of professional 

search increases markedly (-.80). The combination of the two negative 

relationships makes an overall positive effect. Task frequency has 

an indirect negative influence on search intensity through task dis

cretion. The magnitude of this relationship is only slight to moderate 

since task frequency has only minimal influence on discretion (.15). 

As task frequency increases, the degree of perceived discretion only 

increases slightly so its negative effect on search intensity is muted. 

Professional Model of Practitioner Decisions 

Parameter estimates describing the relations specified in the 

professional model (Figure 2) are given in Table 2 and illustrated in 

the path analysis diagram in Figure 4. These estimates were generated 

from averaged, log transformed data pooled from all the hospital wards. 

The parameter estimates are path regression coefficients (b). 

Task Discretion 

Task complexity shows a moderately strong direct negative 

(-.54) effect on discretion. The data indicate task importance does 

not significantly influence discretion. 
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Search Intensity 

Search intensity is significantly effected by task complexity 

and discretion. The data indicate a moderate negative relationship 

(-.33) between the amount of discretion a professional employee has 

and the intensity of his search decision. Task complexity exerts a 

strong positive (.70) direct effect on search and indirectly, it has 

a moderate positive effect via task discretion. As the complexity of 

tasks increases, discretion is observed to decrease (-.54) and as the 

amount of discretion decreases, the intensity of professional search 

is increased (-.33). Thus, the two negative relationships combine to 

make a positive effect on search intensity. 

Both directly and indirectly, the data indicates task importance 

has no significant effect on search. Its direct relationship is non

significant and estimated to be of zero magnitude (-.01). Since 

importance has no significant effect (-.19) on task discretion, its 

indirect effect on search is also estimated to be nonsignificant. 

Summary 

The data show that the variables which are common to both the 

organizational and professional models significantly influence search 

intensity; i.e., complexity and discretion. In both models, a major 

predictor of search is task complexity. In the professional model, 

it has a strong direct and a moderate indirect influence while in the 

organizational model it exerts a strong indirect effect on search via 

task discretion. 
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The variables unique to each model, frequency and importance, 

exert only limited or no influence on search intensity. In the organi

zational model, frequency has a slightly moderate direct and a weak 

indirect effect on search via discretion. Task importance in the pro

fessional model has no influence on search intensity. 

The explained variance for the professional model is signifi-

2 2 
cantly larger than the R for the organizational model (R = .76 and 

.61 respectively). Both decision models have two variables which 

significantly influence search intensity: task discretion and either 

complexity (professional model) or frequency (organizational model). 

The professional model shows a higher explained variance because task 

complexity exerts a strong direct influence while task frequency in 

the organizational model has a low to moderate influence on search. 

The question must be posed: "If the organizational and pro

fessional models were combined, how much would task frequency increase 

2 
the explained variance of search intensity over the R (.76) of the 

professional model?" A combined model including the paths specified 

in both models is shown in Figure 5. (For correlation matrix on 

2 
variables, see Appendix H.) Note the R of .76 is identical to the 

2 
R of the professional model. Thus, including task frequency did not 

increase the amount of explained variance of search intensity. 

Clearly, the data indicate the professional model provides the best 

description of search intensity, a description which is not improved 

with the addition of task frequency from the organizational model. 
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Up to this point, the data have been discussed as if the func

tions are linear since logarithmic transformations were done. Note that 

in logarithmic space, the size of the measurement units does not affect 

the slope, so a .6 exponent indicates an effect twice as large as that 

of a .3 exponent. However, in arithmetic space, the relationships are 

curvilinear not linear. A negative exponent describes a decelerating 

curve which decreases rapidly with lower values of the independent vari

able and less rapidly at higher values until an asymptotic zero point 

may be reached. The larger the negative exponent, the steeper the in

itial deceleration. In contrast, a positive exponent less than 1.0 

describes a relationship which accelerates rapidly with low values of 

the independent value and ever less rapidly with higher values. 

Thus, the results of the study indicate that in the profes

sional model, search intensity accelerates rapidly with the lower 

values of task complexity and somewhat less rapidly with the higher 

values. In contrast, search decelerates rapidly with low values of 

task discretion and then drops slowly with higher values with the 

process approaching zero. 

Other Analyses 

The parameter estimates describing the relationships in the 

organizational and professional models are generated from data pooled 

from all the hospital wards. Will the parameter estimates remain 

stable under different control conditions? Or will they vary signifi

cantly for various subsamples? These questions will be explored by 

dividing the sample into subsamples on three dimensions: 
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1. Surgical versus medical wards (hospital service). 

2. High versus low professional competency. 

3. High versus low professional experience. 

The paths in both the organizational and professional models will be 

shown. However, since Table 3 indicates the professional model con

sistently provides the best description of search intensity, only the 

parameter estimates for that model will be discussed. Only paths with 

parameter estimates significantly different at the .10 level, txco-

tailed test, will be discussed (see Appendix I for a summary of these 

significant tests). 

Hospital Service 

The explained variance of the professional model is signifi

cantly higher than that of the organizational model for both the 

medical and surgical wards (Table 3). With the medical units, the 

2 
R for the professional model equals .75 in comparison to .58 for the 

2 
organizational model. The R 's for the professional and organizational 

models with the surgical wards are .77 and .64 respectively. 

Professional Model (Figure 6). The paths to task discretion 

show several differences. The path from task importance to discretion 

is significant (-.31) for the surgical group and nonsignificant for 

the practitioners on medical units. The path from complexity is 

significantly stronger (-.57) for professionals on the surgical units 

than for those on medical wards (r-47). Examining the paths to search. 
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TABLE 3 

2 a 
Explained Variances (R ) and Statistical Significance (t) 

Least Squares Fit of Professional and Organizational Models to 
Total Sample and Subsamples—Averaged, Log Transformed Data 

O 
Least Squares Fit R t-Value 

Total Sample 

SI=cTI 1̂»TC 2̂ *TDb3 *u .76 3.75 
D o  

SI=cTF *TD *u .61 

Medical Units Subsample 

. [J1'TC 2̂'TDb3' 
D l  D o  

SI=cTF J-'TD A'U .58 
SI=cTIui-TC^-TD J«u .75 2.42 bi b -

Surgical Subsample 

Sl=cTIbl«TCb2'TDb3'u .77 2.60 
SI=cTV 1»TD 2•u .64 

High Competency Professionals 

Sl=cTIbl'TCb2*TDb3-u .66 5.20 
SI=cTF 1'TD 2'u .40 

Low Competency Professionals 

SI=cTIbl»TCb2-TDb3-u .67 7.25 
SI=cTF «TD 2*u .38 

a. The "t" value required for .10 level of significance for the two-
tailed test with 45-108 degrees of freedom ranges from 1.66 to 
1.68. The "t" values evaluate the significance of the difference 
in variance explained by the professional versus the organizational 

model• b b b 
b. Professional model, SI=cTI ̂ •TC 2«TD 3«u and organizational model, 

SI=cTFbl-TDb 2 ' U .  



TABLE 3 (Continued) 

2 
Least Squares Fit R t-Value 

High Experienced Professionals 

S^cTI^"1 • TC?2 »TDb3 *u .55 
SI=cTF 1-TD 2•u .32 

3.28 

Low Experienced Professionals 

SI=cTIb1,TCb2'TDb3̂ u .68 5.60 
SI=cTF i-TD 2•u .40 
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Figure 6. Path Analysis Model: Professional Model of Practitioner Decisions by Hospital Service £ 
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intensity indicates the path from complexity is significantly stronger 

(.78) for surgical practitioners than for professionals on medical 

wards (.65). 

Professional Competency 

In Chapter 1, it was suggested three practitioner variables 

would influence the decision processes: level of creativity, amount 

of knowledge and skill, and level of professional orientation. The 

indicators for these three variables are highly correlated. Profes

sional creativity is correlated with knowledge and skill at .88, 

professional orientation with creativity at .87 and professional 

knowledge and skill with orientation at .85. With such high positive 

correlations, it can be assumed that the three indicators are measuring 

one underlying dimension of professional competency. The knowledge 

and skill indicator was selected to represent this dimension. 

The data in Table 4 summarized the estimated parameters and 

explained variances of the professional and organizational decision 

models generated under high and low conditions of professional knowl

edge and skill. Again, the explained variances of the professional 

models are significantly larger than those of the organizational models 

2 
(Table 3). With the more competent professionals, the R ' s for the 

professional and organizational models are .66 and .40 respectively. 

The R ' s for the less competent practitioners equal .67 for the pro

fessional model and .38 for the organizational model. 
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TABLE 4 

Summary Table of Estimated Parameters and Explained Variances with Data 
Controlled by Practitioner Competency and Experience for the Decision 
Models—Averaged, Log Transformed Data, Pooled from All Hospital Wards 

Dependent Variable: Task Discretion 

Practitioner 
Subsample 

Organizational Model 

bl b2 
TD=cTF *TC •u 

R 

Professional Model 

bl b2 
TD=cTI *TC ® u 

Professional Competency 
High N=112 1.22* 
Low N=112 1.28* 

• 22* -.34* .47* 
,17* -.35* .40* 

1.50* .08 -.48* .39* 
1.62* -.05 -.44* .36* 

Professional Experience 
High N=112 1.37* .14* -.40* .39* 
Low N=112 1.09* .26* -.25* .40* 

1.56* .06 -.51* .35* 
1.41* .09 -.40* .32* 

Dependent Variable: Search Intensity 

Practitioner 
Subsample 

Organizational Model 

bl b2 
SI=cTF »TD *u 

R 

Professional Model 
bl b£ bg 

SI=cTI »TC -TD -u 

2 
bĵ  b2 b3  ̂

Professional Competency 
High N=112 2.14* -.07 -1.04* .40* 
Low N=112 1.90* -.23* -.62* .38* 

,37 .18 .78* -.40* .66* 
.31 .13 .72* -.20* .67* 

Professional Experience 
High N=112 1.84* -.27* -.57* .32* 
Low N=112 2.24* -.43* -.78* .40* 

.25 .11 .76* -.18 .55* 

.41 -.02 .91* -.34* .68* 

*Significant at .10 level. 
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Professional Model (Figure 7). There are no differences in the 

paths to task discretion. The paths to search intensity show several 

differences. The path from task complexity is significantly stronger 

(.78) for the more competent practitioner than the less competent (.72). 

In addition, for the more competent practitioner, the path from dis

cretion to search is significantly larger (-.40) than for the less 

competent practitioner (-.20). 

Professional Experience 

Parameter estimates for the professional and organizational 

models generated under high and low conditions of professional experience 

are given in Table 4. The mean number of years of experience of the 

practitioners in the high condition is 17.9 years in comparison to 3.3 

years of experience in the low conditions. 

The explained variance for the professional models is higher 

than for the organizational models with the more and less experienced 

2 
groups (Table 3). For the more experienced practitioners the R 's for 

the professional and organizational models are .55 and .32 respectively. 

2 
The R ' s for the models with the less experienced practitioners equal 

.68 for the professional model and .40 for the organizational model. 

Professional Model (Figure 8). The path for task complexity to 

discretion is significantly stronger for the more experienced profes

sionals (-.51) than for the less experienced (-.40). Looking at the 

paths to search intensity, several differences are evident. For less 

experienced practitioners the path from complexity to search is markedly 
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stronger (.91) than for the more experienced professional (.76). In 

addition, the path from discretion to search is significant and larger 

for the less experienced group (-.34) and nonsignificant for the more 

experienced group (-.18). 

The explained variance for the less experienced professionals 

is significantly greater than for the more experienced practitioners 

o 
(R 's equal .68 and .55 respectively). Search intensity for the less 

experienced group is significantly influenced by two variables: com

plexity and discretion. Only one variable, complexity, is significant 

for the more experienced group. 

Summary 

Comparison of the R 's, when the sample is divided into sub-

samples on the dimensions of hospital service, levels of professional 

competency and amount of practitioner experience, indicates the pro

fessional model consistently provides a better description of search 

intensity than does the organizational model. Further examination of 

the professional model shows the basic pattern described with all the 

data does vary under the different conditions. Significant differences 

are evident in the magnitude of the direct and indirect relationships 

between complexity and search. 

Form of the Relationships 

Explained variances were generated by fitting a power, linear, 

exponential and log function to a combined model including all the 

paths predicted in both the organizational and professional models. 



2 
The R ' s are quite similar- While significance tests done on the 

2, 
extreme values of the range of R s indicate one function does not 

describe the data better than another when search intensity is the 

2 
dependent variable (Appendix J), the R for the power function is 

consistently higher. In addition, since there is theoretical prece

dent for suggesting subjective responses such as decision responses 

are best described by a power function (Hamblin, 1974; Hamblin et al. 

1975), this study has reported data based on a power function. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The theory of limited rationality (March and Simon, 1958; 

Simon, 1955) outlines two factors which limit decision situations; 

environmental controls over the decisions and the decision maker's 

prior socialization experiences. This theory provides the basis for 

using an organizational and professional perspective to study the 

decision processes of health care professionals who are organizational 

employees. The organizational perspective speaks to environmental 

factors which influence employee decisions. The professional per

spective identifies the effect of prior socialization on practitioner 

decisions. 

Organizational Model of Employee Decisions 

This decision model is constructed from two earlier theories; 

March and Simon's (1958) decision making and Perrow's (1967) techno

logical perspectives of organizations. Basically, it asserts that 

the major predictor of employee decisions is the routine-nonroutine 

nature of work tasks. The relationships predicted by this model are 

summarized in Figure 9. Figure 10 presents the empirical model based 

on the data from this study's professional employees. 
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Task Frequency ->» Search Intensity 

_**  

Task Discretion 

Task Complexity 

* March and Simon 

** Perrow 

Figure 9. Postulated Organizational Model for Employee Decisions 
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Figure 10. Empirical Organizational Model for Employee Decisions, 
Averaged, Log Transformed Data Pooled from All Wards 
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The organizational model made the following correct predictions: 

1. Task frequency negatively influences search decisions. 

2. Task discretion negatively influences search decisions. 

3. Task complexity negatively influences discretion. 

4. Task frequency positively influences discretion as March 

and Simon predicted. However, the effect is relatively 

weak. 

The following predictions were not supported: 

1. Task frequency has a strong direct negative effect on search 

intensity. 

2. Task frequency has a strong indirect negative effect on 

search through discretion. 

3. Task frequency has a negative effect on discretion (Perrow). 

As predicted by March and Simon (1958) and Perrow (1967), the 

routineness or frequency of work responsibilities significantly in

fluences search decisions. However, the strength of both the direct 

and indirect relations from task frequency to search is barely moderate. 

Thus, the major prediction of the organizational model that routineness 

or frequency would have a strong negative effect on search receives 

limited support. 

Using the earlier assumption that task routineness equals task 

standardization, March and Simon (1958) and Perrow (1967) made con

flicting predictions on the direction of the relationship between 

frequency and discretion. Perrow asserted it would be negative while 

March and Simon contended it would be positive. The data from this 
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study support March and Simon's prediction that as the frequency and 

standardization of tasks increase, the employee's discretion over them 

increases. However, the magnitude of the relationship is weak. Thus, 

Perrow's theory is given no support and March and Simon's minimal sup

port. 

Task discretion has the strongest influence on search decisions 

in this model. As March and Simon explain it, employees are not closely 

supervised (have more discretion) with tasks which have standardized 

procedures for handling them. The presence of such fixed alternatives 

decreases the need to search. 

Since discretion has a strong effect on search, it provides a 

path through which complexity positively influences search intensity. 

The strength of this indirect relationship is greater than either the 

direct or indirect effects of frequency on search. 

Professional Model of Practitioner Decisions 

This decision model was constructed from Wilensky's (1964) 

statement on professional characteristics. Basically, it suggests 

the complexity and value of professional responsibilities or tasks are 

most predictive of search intensity. The paths postulated in this 

model are illustrated in Figure 11. Figure 12 provides empirical 

estimates of the paths based on data from the professional subjects 

in this investigation. 
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Figure 11. Postulated Professional Model of Practitioner Decisions 
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The following predictions of the professional model were 

supported: 

1. Task complexity exerts a strong positive direct effect on 

search intensity. 

2. Task complexity negatively influences discretion. 

The professional model's predictions not supported are: 

1. Task importance has a direct positive effect on search. 

2. Task importance has a direct negative effect on discretion. 

The prediction of a direct positive relationship between task 

complexity and search is strongly supported by the results of this 

study. Complexity has a strong direct influence on search as well as 

a moderate indirect effect through discretion. As the major predictor 

of search, the data suggest the subjects primarily based the intensity 

of their search decisions on the amount of professional knowledge and 

skill they judged the task(s) required. 

The professional model did not predict the effect of discretion 

on search intensity. The data indicate a moderate negative relation

ship exists. Why? March and Simon (1958) in the organizational per

spective suggest this negative influence is explained through- a task 

standardization mechanism of the formal control structure. However, 

data obtained from the professional subjects of this study suggest an 

alternative explanation. For them, discretion or the amount of control 

they had over their tasks, seemed to be viewed more in relation to the 

informal health team structure. Within organizational health systems, 

the delivery of service to clients involves a complex web of 



professional and semi-professional health workers. Nurses are partic

ularly cognizant of the multiple services and health team practitioners 

since part of their role includes the coordination of such services. 

Statements such as "I don't really have complete control over this 

task because the physical therapist (social worker, doctor, etc.) would 

be involved," from the registered nurses indicates they judged the 

amount of discretion they had over tasks to vary according to how many 

other health team workers needed to be included with the task. Thus, 

these professional subjects may have interpreted discretion primarily 

in terms of the informal health team structure of the organization not 

in terms of the formal control structure. 

For this study's professional subjects, the importance of 

patient care tasks did not significantly influence their search deci

sions either directly or indirectly. Thus, no support is given to 

Wilensky's (1964) statement that the value the professional places on 

patient care tasks will influence their decisions. 

Summary 

Comparison of the explained variances on the empirical models 

indicates the professional model provides the best description of 

search decisions. As noted in Chapter 3, adding frequency to the pro

fessional model does not improve that description. Examination of the 

professional model indicates the major predictor of search decisions 

is the complexity of the practitioner's patient care tasks. 
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Variation of the Basic Decision Pattern 

The parameter estimates indicate search intensity is strongly 

influenced both directly and indirectly by the complexity of profes

sional tasks. With one exception, this basic pattern remains relatively 

stable when the decision model is studied under different sets of 

conditions: (1) whether the decision maker works on a medical or 
* 

surgical ward, (2) the decision maker's level of professional compe

tency, and (3) the decision maker's amount of professional experience. 

However, significant variation in the magnitude of the parameter 

estimates indicates the strength of the relations in this pattern 

vary under the different conditions. 

Variation of Decision Pattern: Hospital Service 

The parameter estimates in Table 2 indicate professionals 

functioning on surgical wards have stronger search responses to the 

variables in both the organizational and professional models. In the 

professional model, the direct and indirect paths from complexity to 

search are significantly stronger while in the organizational model 

the direct and indirect paths from frequency are significantly stronger. 

In addition, the search intensity of practitioners on surgical wards is 

indirectly responsive to the importance of their tasks. Thus, the 

search decisions of surgical practitioners show both a stronger profes

sional and organizational pattern. 

The stronger organizational response is consistent with, prior 

research reports. For example, Burling, Leutz and Wilson (1956), based 
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on their descriptive study, suggest surgical nurses are influenced 

more by the routineness-nonroutineness dimension of their patient care 

tasks than are medical nurses. In addition, the professionals employed 

on surgical wards show a stronger professional basis to their search 

decisions. The intensity of their search decisions is influenced more 

by the amount of professional knowledge and skill the tasks require 

and the importance of the tasks to the effective care of the patient. 

Variation of Decision Pattern: Practitioner Characteristics 

Investigating the variation of the basic decision pattern 

under different conditions of professional competency and experience 

is an exploratory section of this study. Earlier research with rela

tionships that fit the subjective attitudinal paradigm of Hamblin (1974) 

reported parameter estimates that varied with differences in the sub

jects cultural conditioning. Similarly, this study suggested parameter 

estimates describing subjective decision responses would vary with dif

ferent levels of professional conditioning of practitioners. Differing 

levels of professional conditions are assumed to be a function of the 

socialization process the practitioner experiences. Simpson (1967) 

states the socialization process begins with the practitioner's initial 

educational program and continues throughout the entire work experience. 

Thus, both professional competency and experience can be assumed to 

reflect this ongoing socialization process. 

Professional Competency. Examining the professional model under 

high and low conditions of practitioner competency indicates there are 

significant differences in the estimated parameters describing the 
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influence of complexity on search intensity. Professionals judged to 

have higher competence show a stronger professional basis for their 

search decisions than do practitioners judged to be less competent; 

i.e.s the magnitude of the parameter estimates describing the direct 

and indirect effect of complexity on search for more competent profes

sionals is significantly greater than for the less competent practi

tioners. This is an understandable phenomenon. Practitioner's judged 

to have a strong ability to utilize their profession's body of knowledge 

and skills can be expected to have the base (knowledge and skills) 

necessary to consider a greater number of alternatives in response to 

the complexity of patient care tasks. 

Professional Experience. Between practitioners with more or 

less professional experience, one major difference is evident in the 

basic decision pattern describing the search intensity relationships. 

Practitioners with less experience increase their search more strongly 

in response to complexity than do more experienced professionals. The 

direct relationship is significantly stronger for the less experienced 

practitioner than for the more experienced. In addition, discretion 

does not significantly influence the search of more experienced practi

tioners. Thus, discretion provides an indirect path through which 

complexity stimulates an increased search for alternatives only for 

the less experienced practitioner. 

The decreased search response to complexity for more experienced 

professionals may reflect the use of familiar, standardized alternatives 

which have been developed over years of practice. In contrast, the less 
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experienced practitioners may have to consider consciously a number of 

alternatives in choice situations since they have not developed a simi

lar set of known alternatives 

Limitations of the Study 

There are two major factors which limit the interpretation of 

the results from this study: (1) specification error and (2) measure

ment error. There are two possible sources for specification error. 

First, since the explained variance of search intensity is only 76, 

the question must be posed: "What variables are not specified in the 

system which would explain the remaining variance of search intensity?" 

One factor left out of the system deliberately was the decision maker's 

individual propensity to search. This is a variable suggested by both 

March and Simon (1958) and Feldman (1965) to influence search responses 

in choice situations. Since this study was interested in a "profes

sional" or representative pattern of decision making and not individual 

patterns, the individual propensity variable was not included. However, 

in future research, it might be included as a practitioner control vari

able. 

The search decision's probability of success is a second factor 

not included in this study. General decision theories (Edwards, 1954) 

suggest two variables influence the selection of alternatives; their 

value and their probability of achieving successful outcomes. Task im

portance could be considered an operational definition of value but the 

probability of success factor is not operationalized in this study in 

any form. It would be wise in further research to include this variable. 
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The second possible source of specification error is the 

interpretation of the task discretion variable. The study was designed 

to measure the amount of discretion professional subjects perceived 

they had over their responsibilities in relationship to the supervisory 

or formal control system of the organization. However, there is data 

which suggest the professional subjects of this study may have perceived 

discretion or control more in relationship to the informal health team 

coordination network. It would be valuable in future study to attempt 

to define discretion or control in terms of both structures and estimate 

the effect of each on search decisions. 

The parameter estimates on the task importance variables are 

subject to grater measurement error than the other parameter estimates. 

Heise (1971) and Bohrnstedt and Carter (1971) suggest that with any 

variable which has a reliability coefficient under .80, the parameter 

estimates will be unstable and vary in unpredictable ways. The reli

ability coefficient for task importance is .75. Why? The magnitude 

estimation technique generally gives reliable measurements (Hamblin, 

1974) as is evident with the other variables in Appendix F. This 

author suggests the lower reliability is due to a lack of consensus 

among the professional subjects on the importance of various tasks. 

This lack of consensus may reflect the lack of a set of professional 

rules for assigning importance especially when the decision situation 

is abstract. The "consensus" rules for determining importance may 

operate only in conjunction with specific sets of conditions. Thus, 

the nurses would require a set of details about the patient situation 
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before they could judge the tasks in terms of importance. Future 

research with this variable would need to consider a design which 

allows for such specificity. 

Conclusions 

This research investigated factors which influence the decisions 

of health care professionals functioning in a hospital setting. A 

professional model describing the basis for practitioner decisions and 

and organizational model outlining employee decisions were developed 

and tested. The decision under study was the intensity of the decision 

maker's search for alternatives, a process basic to both professional 

and organizational functioning because of its importance in generating 

alternatives for problem solving. 

The professional model provided the most accurate description 

of the decision responses. The major variable influencing search was 

the complexity or amount of professional knowledge and skill required 

to perform the tasks. Wilensky (1964) suggests this influence reflects 

the practitioner's socialization into a profession and its systematic 

body of knowledge and skill. 

Discretion also influences decision responses. Although this 

variable was predicted correctly by the organizational model, there are 

data to suggest the subjects may have interpreted discretion in terms 

of the informal health team coordination network instead of in terms of 

the formal control structure of the organization. A decrease in dis

cretion seemed to be perceived as a relinquishing of control in order 



to coordinate patient services with other health team members rather 

than as a limitation from the organization's control structure. In

terpreting discretion in terms of the informal health team structure 

reflects a more professional colleague group orientation than an 

organizational orientation (Pellegrino, 1972). 

Since Wilensky's model describes the professional as "an inde

pendent practitioner," it fails to explain what happens to discretion 

when the professional functions within an organizational structure. 

Yet the current trend for professionals is toward group or colleague 

practices of various types or employment in salaried organizational 

positions in order to coordinate health care services that have become 

highly specialized (Georgopoulus, 1972). Wilensky's model of the "in

dependent practitioner" does not provide guidance in understanding the 

impact of such a trend on professional discretion. 

The basic premise of the organizational model, that routineness 

or frequency of technology strongly influences employee decisions, re

ceives limited support in this study. Why? This research tested the 

technological perspective of employee decisions under a professional 

set of conditions; i.e., the employees are practitioners socialized in 

a service occupation and functioning in a service oriented institution. 

The organizational perspective seems to assume employees will enact the 

standardized procedures correlated with frequent or routine tasks and 

not look for other alternatives. In contrast, professionals are social

ized to value individualization of tasks which requires looking for 

ways of handling them that are appropriate and unique to each patient. 
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Such a socialization process may nullify the basic assumption of the 

organizational model and thus explain why the frequency of professional 

tasks had minimal influence on the practitioner's search decisions. 

A major proposition of the professional model was not supported 

by this study; i.e., the value or importance of patient care tasks 

positively influences search. Why the lack of support? Possibly, as 

discussed earlier, there was no general consensus among the profes

sional subjects on the importance of the various tasks. A reliability 

coefficient of .75 lends credence to this explanation, especially since 

the coefficients for the other task variables were markedly higher 

(ranging from .87 to .93). The practitioners were asked to judge the 

importance of the tasks in reference to a "typical patient" on their 

ward. As mentioned earlier, rules for assigning importance may operate 

only with specific patient details. Thus, when asked to assign impor

tance to tasks under more abstract conditions, a lack of consensus may 

have occurred among the practitioners. Such a lack of consensus would 

result in task importance not producing a systematic effect on search 

intensity. 

In conclusion, the results of this study indicate professional 

practitioners employed by organizations base their decisions on their 

occupation's systematic body of knowledge conveyed to all members 

through various socialization processes. In contrast, the study pro

vides limited support for the influence of certain organizational 

structures on the decisions of professional practitioners. The basic 
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decision pattern is shown to vary with the practitioner's level of 

competence, amount of professional experience and depending on whether 

they are employed on surgical or medical wards. The results of this 

exploratory section provide interesting leads for future research. Con

sistent with prior research on subjective responses, the decision pat

tern varied with what is assumed to be different levels of professional 

socialization. 



APPENDIX A 

CONSTRUCTION OF SET OF PATIENT CARE TASKS 

Task: a set of actions or piece of work assigned to your or 

part of your responsibility as a staff nurse. 

Patient Care Tasks: pieces of work which are part of your 

responsibility when giving direct patient care. Such tasks may in

volve either physical activities, teaching activities, counselling 

activities, etc. 

Patient care tasks will vary in the frequency or routineness 
with which they occur and must be handled. Some tasks are highly 
routine or frequent such as the administration of 9-1-5-9 medications 
or the discussion of hospital routines with a new admission, while 
some tasks are less frequent such as the administration of a STAT 
medication on a telephone order or the discussion of a patient's fear 
of death. 

Would you please list below: 5 patient care tasks which you 
judge to occur frequently (highly routine); 5 patient care tasks which 
you judge to occur with medium frequency; and 5 patient care tasks 
which you judge to occur infrequently. 

Please be specific in describing the patient care task! 

5 Patient Care Tasks Which Occur Frequently: 

5 Patient Care Tasks Which Occur with Medium Frequency: 

5 Patient Care Tasks Which Occur Infrequently: 
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APPENDIX B 

LIST OF TASK CONDITIONS 

Frequent Tasks: 
1. Taking vital signs; e.g., temperature, blood pressure. 
2. Check site of surgical or diagnostic test incision. 
3. Check to see if all treatment tubes (catheters, IV's) are patent, 

unkinked and running correctly. 
4. Teaching patients how to turn, cough, deep breathe, how to ambulate 

after diagnostic tests, or surgery. 
5. Administer medications (PO, IM) ordered by M.D.; e.g., QID, TID, 

BID medications. 
6. Make nursing rounds to check on patients; e.g., see how things are 

going, what questions they have and if they need anything. 

Moderately Frequent Tasks: 
1. Explain diagnostic tests, surgical procedures, medical conditions, 

etc., to the patient's family. 
2. Explain diagnostic tests, or surgical procedures patient is to 

have; answer specific questions. 
3. Teaching patient how to do simple treatments; e.g., taking medica

tions at bedside, care of foley catheter, care of stoma, etc. 
4. Monitor intake and output. 
5. Helping patients cope with pain after diagnostic tests or surgery 

when medications do not relieve it. 

Infrequent Tasks: 
1. Talk with patients about anxieties or fears concerning diagnostic 

tests, surgical procedures, etc. 
2. Teaching patients how to give self injections or how to insert 

foley catheters for self or family members. 
3. Dealing with the dying patient and family. 
4. Helping patients cope with long term immobility and hospitalization 

e.g., planning of exercises, activities, etc. 
5. Counselling hostile, angry or confused patients with unpredictable 

behavior. 
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APPENDIX C 

TRAINING SESSION1 

Each subject was given a training session in magnitude esti

mation procedures: 

Let's work first on the method by which I'd like for you 
to give your responses. For these responses, I'd like for you 
to be thinking in proportional terms. Now, this may sound 
simple and rather silly, but to be sure we are together in our 
thinking, let's practice with a few numbers. O.K.? 

Given the number 10, I'd like for you to give me a number: 
—twice as large (20) 
—half as large (5) 
—one-third as large (3.3) 
—five times as large (50) 

Now, note what you have done. You have given all these numbers 
in proportion or in relationship to the first number — 10; i.e., 
the 20 is twice as large as the first and five is one-half as 
large, etc. 

Let's practice for a few more minutes, thinking in propor
tional terms. Take a look at this graph. There are seven points 
on this graph. Point //I is ten units above the base line. If 
point #1 is ten units above the base line, then how many units 
is point #X (2 through 7)? 

1. Adapted from Hinshaw and Field, 1974. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Your answers will be written on this graph paper. Any 
questions about giving your responses in these terms? We will 
use this principle for the rest of the responses. 

The above figure was presented to the subjects on a five by 

eight card. The correct responses were: //I - 10; #2 - 20; #3 - 5; 

#4 - 6.6; #5 - 15; #6 = 7.5; #7 - 30. 

2. As subjects gave estimates, they were plotted on log-log 
coordinates in relationship to the actual physical measurement from the 
base line (Hamblin, 1974). If the estimates given by the subject varied 
markedly from a straight line on the log-log coordinates, then an addi
tional training task was conducted. The additional training session was 
as follows: 

I will present you with a series of lines. The first line will be 
considered average and is equal to 10 units. With each one of these 
lines, I'd like you to proportionally estimate it in terms of the 
average line: e.g., if you think it is two times as long, give it 
20 units, or one-fourth as long, give it 2.5 units. You may com
pare the lines as closely as you like. 

Series of lines: twice as long 
half as long 
one-fourth as long 
four times as long (Observer checks accuracy.) 



APPENDIX D 

MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION PROCEDURES FOR ORGANIZATIONAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL VARIABLES 

These instructions were given to each subject: 

I would like for you to use the same technique of proportional 

judging in estimating the placement of a set of patient care tasks on 

a series of characteristics. I will present you with a set of 16 cards, 

each one containing the description of a patient care task. You will 

be asked to judge these tasks according to a series of characteristics. 

You are to take a professional orientation to the tasks and consider 

both the techniques involved and the judgments required for their im

plementation and modification. Here is a list of the patient care 

tasks, take a minute to read through it before we start."'" (Pause.) 

With each characteristic, you will be asked to select one of these 

tasks as a standard or average. It will be assigned 10 units, just 

like in the training session. Then you will be asked to judge the 

other 15 tasks in proportion to the standard. For example, if you 

think a task has three times as much of the characteristic as the 

1. The list of tasks was in the subject's possession only 
when a standard was selected for each variable. If the subjects had 
the list to refer to constantly, they would tend to judge each task 
relative to the set of tasks rather than to the one standard. Each 
task was typed on a three by five card. The standard task card was 
placed in front of the subject. Then, the subject proceeded at her 
own pace to judge the other tasks in relation to the standard 
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standard, then assign 30 units. If you think it has one-fifth as much 

of the characteristic, give it a 2. If the task has none, give it a 0, 

Task Frequency: Some patient care tasks occur quite often; 
they are done frequently — others are done infrequently. Among 
these tasks, which task would you consider average in how often 
we do it (assign 10 units)? If this task is average with 10 units 
of frequency, how much is this one (1-15)? If it is more frequent 
the estimate is higher than 10, if less frequent, then lower than 
10. 

Task Complexity: Some patient care tasks are more complex 
and require more professional knowledge, skill and experience 
than others — others are relatively simple. Among these tasks, 
which would you consider average in complexity? If this task 
has 10 units of complexity, how much would this one have (1-15)? 

Task Discretion: You have more control over some tasks than 
others — with some you are given less supervision. Among these 
tasks, which one would you have an average amount of control over? 
Assuming 10 units of control with this task, how much would you 
have with this one (1-15)? 

Task Importance: Some tasks are more important to the effec
tive care of patients than others. Considering the typical patient 
on this ward, select a task with an average amount of importance. 
If this task has 10 units of importance, how much does this one 
have (1-15)? 

Professional Search Intensity: Some patient care tasks re
quire more looking for different ways of handling them while others 
can be handled with minimal consideration of alternatives. Among 
these tasks, which one would require an average amount of search
ing? If this task requires 10 units of looking for alternatives, 
how much is required with this task (1-15)? 

2. A similar directional phrase was used with each variable. 



APPENDIX E 

MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION PROCEDURE FOR 
PRACTITIONER CAPABILITY VARIABLES 

The following instructions were given to each subject: 

Again, I would like for you to use the proportion technique in 

judging other nurses on this unit. On this card, in alphabetical order, 

are the names of the nurses on the unit you will be judging. Please 

note that the sheet on which I am recording your responses has listed 

neither your name nor the names of the nurses you're judging. This is 

to insure the confidentiality of the information you give. 

I will present to you a series of three characteristics on 

which individuals may differ. For each characteristic, I would like 

for you to think of an individual who you consider to be average on 

this particular characteristic. This individual will be assigned 10 

units. As I read off the names of other nurses on the unit, I would 

like for you to compare this person to the nurse whom you consider to 

be average. Be sure your numbers are proportional. For example, if 

you think the person has twice as much of the characteristic as an 

average person, assign them 20 units; if one-fourth as much, give them 

2.5 units. If the person has none of the characteristic, give them 

1. Taken from Hinshaw and Field, 1974. 
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Professional Creativity: You have probably noticed that 
some nurses on the unit are more successful in working out 
effective and creative solutions and others are less able to 
be innovative in this way. Among the nurses on this unit, 
who would you consider to be average in this type of cre
ativity? 

Professional Knowledge and Skill: Nurses differ in the 
quality and quantity of their professional knowledge and skill. 
Among these nurses, who would you consider average in terms 
of knowledge and skill? 

Professional Orientation: Some nurses are more apt to dis
cuss ideas with their colleagues when they have ideas or ques
tions about patient care than others. Among these nurses, 
who would you consider average in requesting colleague advice 
with patient care problems? 

2. Operational definition of creative: "are willing to come 
up with and try the unusual when the usual does not work." 

3. Following each definition, the experimenter stated: "O.K 
if Ms. X has an average amount of creativity (etc.) which is equal to 
10 units, how much creativity would you consider Ms. Y to have?" 



APPENDIX F 

TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR TASK VARIABLES 
IN ORGANIZATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL MODELS: PILOT STUDY 

Pilot Study Task Task Task Task Task 
Frequency Complexity Importance Discretion Search 

Surgical Unit .92* .88* .75* .87* .93* 

*Significant at p < .01 
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APPENDIX G 

TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 
FOR PRACTITIONER VARIABLES 

Hospital Units 

Pilot Study: 

Surgical Unit 

Practitioner Variables 

Professional 
Professional Knowledge, Skill Professional 
Creativity And Experience Orientation 

,87* ,91* .57* 

Major Study: 

Surgical A 

Surgical B 

Surgical C 

Medical A 

Medical B 

Medical C 

Surgical D 

.87* 

.87* 

.10 

.03 

.88* 

.84* 

.90* 

.87* 

.87* 

.92* 

.86* 

.94* 

.75* 

.83* 

.85* 

.88* 

.91* 

.76* 

.99* 

.84* 

.83* 

Median Reliability 
Coefficient of Units .86 .87 .85 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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APPENDIX H 

CORRELATION MATRIX FOR VARIABLES IN ORGANIZATIONAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL MODELS* 

Task 
Complexity 

Task 
Importance 

Task 
Discretion 

Task 
Search 

Task Frequency -.63 -.42 .60 -.61 

Task Complexity .59 -.76 .86 

Task Importance -.52 .52 

Task Discretion -.75 

*Averaged, log transformed data pooled across all wards. 
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APPENDIX I 

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE (t)a OF PARAMETER ESTIMATES GENERATED 
FOR PROFESSIONAL MODEL ON THREE CONTROL DIMENSIONS 

bl ^2 
Professional Model: TD=TI *TC »u 

b b b 
SI=TI *TC »TD 3 - U  

Parameter 
Variable Subsample Estimate t-Value 

Dimension: Hospital Service 

Task Importance to Medical -.10 -2 .62 
Task Discretion Surgical -.31 

Task Complexity to Medical -.47 -2 .50 
Task Discretion Surgical -.57 

Task Complexity to Medical .65 2 .60 
Search Intensity Surgical .78 

Task Discretion to Medical -.33 -.14 
Search Intensity Surgical -.32 

Lmension: Professional Competency 

Task Complexity to High Competency -.48 -1 .33 
Task Discretion Low Competency -.44 

Task Discretion to High Competency -.40 -6 .66 
Search Intensity Low Competency -.20 

Task Complexity to High Competency .78 2.00 
Search Intensity Low Competency .72 

a The "t" value reouired for .10 level of significance for the 
two-tailed test with 108-109 degress of freedom ranges from 1.66 to 1.67. 
The "t" values evaluate the significance of the difference in the magni
tude of the path regression coefficients generated with the different 
subsamples. Only the difference of parameter estimates on significant 
paths were examined. 
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APPENDIX I (Continued) 

Parameter 
Variable Subsample Estimate t-Value 

Dimension: Professional Experience 

Task Complexity to High Experience -.51 -3.66 
Task Discretion Low Experience -.40 

Task Discretion to High Experience -.18 -4.00 
Search Intensity Low Experience -.34 

Task Complexity to High Experience .76 5.00 
Search Intensity Low Experience .91 
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APPENDIX J 

COMBINED DECISION MODEL SUMMARY OF R2s GENERATED 
BY FITTING FOUR FUNCTIONS TO AVERAGED DATA 
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Dependent Variable: Search Intensity 

Power 
bl b2 

Sl=cTF »TC « 

TI «TD •u 

Linear 

SI=c+biTF+b2TC+ 

b3TI+b4TD+u 

Exponential 

SI=ec+b1TF+b2TC+ 

b3TI+b4TD+u 

Log 

Sl=c+b1logTF+b2logTC+ 

b^logTI+b^logTD+u 

All Wards N=112D .764 

Medical Wards N=48L .752 

Surgical Wards N=64 .791 

,753 

729 

,789 

.743 

.719 

.774 

.745 

.732 

.777 

a. Tests done on difference between power and exponential functions: not significant at .10 level. 
b. Seven sets of 16 medians on each task variable. 
c. Three sets of 16 medians on each task variable. 
d. Four sets of 16 medians on each task variable. 
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